Learning Network

-The edge of new program and new themes
-New colleagues
-Themes: competency development, learner support and community building
Competency development

-Determine competencies during LLL: where am I now, what are my aims and how do I get there

-Dynamic process, not once in a lifetime

-Difficult process: recalling prior learning, collecting evidence, organising and assessment
Competency development

- Re-using existing knowledge and experiences (e.g. portfolio, accreditation prior learning, research into recalling prior learning experiences)
Competency development

-Competency maps: how to develop maps, how to encourage the proper use of maps and how to enhance the step from map to actual learning activities
Competency development

Start of a process to brainstrom and to define more precisely the concepts and issues regarding competency development: next months
Competency development

Special attention for aspects such as:
- Vocabulaire
- Types of LN
- Underlying concepts